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The author gives the notions of p-forms and co +p-forms, and shows some 
properties of them, in particular, a vanishing theorem of de Rham cohomology of 
Poincare type. Also, he shows the hypoellipticity of certain elliptic operators on 
Wiener space, and a theorem of Poinari: inequality type. Q 1992 Acadermc Press, Inc. 
This is a sequel to the article [6]. Our main purpose of this paper is to 
give definitions ofdifferential forms and show their properties. One of the 
main results is Theorem (4.1) in which we give a condition for Cm-quasi- 
open sets for which closed forms on them are always exact. We also give 
some hypoellipticity results, Theorems (5.1) (5.12), and (5.14), and a result 
of Poincare inequality type, Theorem (6.1), which will play important roles 
in the forthcoming papers. We give the notions of not only usual differen- 
tial forms but also “co-forms,” although we call them 00 + n forms in this 
paper. We have a strong influence from Airault and Malliavin [l] and 
Ramer [7] in this respect. 
1. DETERMINANT AND RELATIVE ORIENTATION 
For any pair (E,, E2) of complex (or real) Hilbert spaces, gm(E,, E,) 
denotes the Banach space consisting of all bounded linear operators from 
E, into E,, and 9*(E1, E2) denotes the Hilbert space consisting of all 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators from E, into E,. 
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Let H be a complex (or real) Hilbert space. We denote by HBn the 
completion of the algebraic tensor H@H@ .A- @If for n>, 1. Then HBfl 
is a kmplex (or real) Hilbert space and { ek, @ ek2 @ . . . 0 e,“}:,,,.,,” = 1 
is a complete orthonormal basis if { ek) F= 1 is a complete orthonormal 
basis of H. We also use the convention that H@‘O = @ (or R). For each 
n 2 1, let A,: H@” -+ H@‘” be a bounded linear map given by 
A”(h, 0 h, 0 ‘.. 0 h,) = (l/n!) COESm W(~)h,(,, 0 h,(,, 0 ... 0 h,,,,, 
h , , .+., h E H. Here S, is a set of permutations of { 1, . . . . n}. We define a
closed subspace A”H of H@” by A”H= (XE H@“; A,(x) = x}. For any 
bounded linear operator A in H, we denote by FJA) and Der,(A) 
bounded linear operators in H@‘” given by 
~,z(A)(h,O ... oh,)=(Ah,)O ... @(Ah,), 
and 
Dun(A)@,@ ... Oh,) 
=(Ah,)@h,@ ..- @h,+hlO(Ah,)Oh,@ ... Oh, 
+ . . . +h,@ . . . Oh,,-,OW,J 
for any hl, . . . . h, E H. Then the restriction of FJA) and Der,(A) to A”H are 
bounded linear maps in A”H. We use the same notion for the restricted 
map. We also define bounded linear operators To(A) and Der,(A) in AoH 
for each bounded linear operator A in H by ro(A)k = k and Der,(A)k = 0, 
kenoH. 
Then we have the following. 
(1.1) THEOREM. For each n 2 0, there is an entire function T,,(I,+ .): 
2’*(H; H) + LP’(AnH, A”H) such that 
for any KE Y*(H, H) satisfying that I, + E H + H is bijectiue. Moreover, 
(1.2) 
for any KE Z*(H, H), 
(1.3) rn((~H + K,)VH + K2)) 
= exp( - trace(K, K2)) ‘r,(l, + K,)r,(I, + K,) 
for any K, , K2 E L?*( H, H), and 
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(1.4) &fnvH+Kl+t&Lo 
= - { trace(K,(Z, + K,))’ Kz)Z,,, 
- Der,(U, + Kl ) ~ ’ K2) > . rn(zH + K, 1 
= -T,(I,+ K,){trace(K,(Z,+ K,))‘K,)Z,., 
-Dern(K2(zH+Kl)p’)) 
for any K, , K, E sP2(H, H) such that I, + K, : H --) H is bijective. 
Proof: Let K E 5?‘(H; H) such that I, + K: H --, H is bijective, and let 
{ iUk}Fs 1 be eigenvalues of (I, + K)(Z, + K* ) counting multiplicity. Then 
we have by Dunford-Schwartz [2] 
lldet,(z,+ K)~‘,(U, + K)-lN$=(AtiH,,,nH) 
= det,(Z, + K) det,(ZH + K*) 
x ll~~((Z,+K)--‘)*~~‘,((Z,+K)~‘)ll,~,,~,..,, 
= detJ(Z, + K)(Z, + K)*) exp(trace(K*K)) 
x ll~n(W,+ K)(z,+ K*W’H~~(,,v,,,,v,) 
= fi IWKeMCAk-‘). fi Ak, -‘.exp(trace(KK*)) 
k=l ( > i= 1 
6 fi exp(-(A,,- l)).exp(trace(KK*)) 
i= 1 
d exp(n + IIKII &,,HJ. 
Here Izk,, i = 1, . . . . n, is the ith lowest number of (An},“= 1and we use the 
fact that 1,>0, k>,l, ad t.ep(‘p’)<l, t>O. 
Now let P,, m k 1, be orthogonal projections such that P, t I, as 
m -+ cc and their range are finite dimensional spaces, and let f,(K) = 
det,(Z,+ P,KP,)r,J(Z,+ P,,,KP,Jl), KEY*(H; H). Since f,(K)= 
exp(trace(P, KP,)) det(Z, + P,KP,)pJ(Z, + P, KP,)-I), by virtue of 
the relation of determinant and cofactor matrices, we see that f,,, is an 
entire function from Y2(H, H) into Ym(/jnH, AnH). The above computa- 
tion shows that Ilf,(K)II z~O(,,“H,A~,,l < eni2 .exp(( l/2 JjKII&,&, m 2 1, for 
all KE z2(H, H). Therefore. (fm}z=, is a normal family of entire 
functions. Itis obvious that f,(K) + det,(Z, + K)r,,((ZH + K)- I), m -+ 00, 
for KE T*(H; H) such that I, + K: H + H is bijective. Thus we see the 
existence of the entire function r, and the estimate (1.2). 
580’103’2-2 
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Toprove(1.3),letK,,K~~~~(H,H)suchthatZ,+K~:H-,H,i=1,2, 
are bijective. Then we have 
~rz(UH + ~,)~“KU, + K,)) 
= det,(Z, + K,) det,(Z, + K,) 
xexp(-trace(KlK2))~“;I(((ZH+K1)(zH+K2))-’) 
=exp(-trace(K,K,))Z,(Z,+K,)T,(Z,+K,). 
This implies the assertion (1.3). 
Note that 
$T,(z+fK)I,_,=$(det2(z,+~K)~~“((Zn+rK)-1))I,=, 
= -Der,(K). 
By (1.3), we have 
~“(z,+K,+tK2)=~,((z,+K,)(z,+t(z,+K,)-’K*)) 
= exp( - t. trace(K,(Z, + K,)-‘K,)) 
.r,(z,+ qz/f+ K,)-‘K,)T,(z,+K,). 
So we have the assertion (1.4). 
This completes the proof 
We assumed that H was a complex Hilbert space because we had to use 
the complex function theory to prove the above theorem. From now on, we 
assume that H is a separable real Hilbert space. 
(1.5) DEFINITION, (1) For xcA”H and ~EA”H, we define 
XAYEA “+“H by x A y= ((n+m)!/n!m!)A,,(x~y). 
(2) For m > n > 0, we define a bounded bilinear map in,m: 
Q,,H*x@,H+Q,-.Hby 
k,, . . . . k, E H*, h,, . . . . h, E H. 
(3) For m>n20, XEA”H*, and yeA”‘H, we define x-yeA”‘-“H 
by x -y = &,,(x, v). 
(1.6) DEFINITION. Let E be a real d-dimensional Hilbert space (d< co). 
A volume element is an element of AdE whose norm is fi. For each 
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volume element a of E, an element fl of AdE* such that fl. a= 1 is called 
a dual form of a. 
( 1.7) Remark. For each real Hilbert space E of finite dimensions, there 
are two volume elements of E. For each volume element of E, there is a 
unique dual form of it and the dual form is a volume element of E*. 
(1.8) PROPOSITION. Let A E JZ~(H; H) such that A -I, E Z*(H; H). 
Then the kernel ker A of the operator A is of finite dimensions. 
(1) Let m = dim(ker A) and a be a volume element of ker A. Then 
f,( A)(A”H) = 0 if n-cm, 
and 
f,,(A)(A”H) = a A (A”-“H) if nam. 
(2) Let I=dim(ker A*) and fi be a volume element of ker A*. Then 
T,,(A)x=O forany xeA”H when n<i, 
and 
T,(A)x=O if and only ifx E A”H is orthogonal to fl A A”-‘H, 
when n 2 1. 
Proof: By (1.3) we have 
(1.9) ~~(A)~,(A*)=~,(A*A)~~~P(IIA-Z,/I~~,~,~~), 
and 
(1.10) ~,(A*)~,(A)=~,(AA*).~~P(IIA-Z,II~~~,,,,). 
Since A*A - Z*E Y2(H, H), there is a complete orthonormal basis 
izy?, of H such that A*Ae, = I,e,, k B 1. We may assume that ;Ik = 0, 
9 ..., m and A, # 0, k B m + 1. It is easy to see that for 
1 <k,<k,< ... <k,, 
I’,(A*A)(e,, A ... A e,“)=O if n<mork,>,m+l, 
and 
T,(A*A)(e,, A ... A ekn)=(i=$+l ak,)ek, A ..’ A ekn 
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if n > m and k, = 1, k, = 2, . . . . k, = m. Since CI = _+ e, A ... A e,, we have 
by (1.9) if n>m 
Image T,(A) = Image T,(A)T,(A)* = Image T,(A*A) = CI A A”-“H. 
This proves our assertion (1). 
On the other hand, since AA* - IH E zZ’(H, H), there is a complete 
orthonormal basis {fk} F=, of H such that AA*f,=p,f,, k>O. We 
may assume that ,&=O if k81 and pk #O if k>l. Then for 
1 <k,<k,< . . . <k,, 
&(AA*)(f,, * ... * fk.)=O if n<Zork,21+1, 
and 
rn(AA*)(fk, A ... A fk,) = 
if n>l and k, = 1, ..,, k = I. By (l.lO), we have ker I’,(A) = 
kerr,,(A)* T,(A)= ker I’,(AA*). Also we see that j?= &fl A . . . r\f,. 
Thus we have our assertion (2). 
From now on, we assume that R is a separable real Hilbert space, @ is 
a closed subspace of R, and dim @= co. Let 
(1.11) X={H,Hisclosedsubspaceof~,dim(Hn(Hn~)’)<co, 
dim(Hn (Hn @)I)< a~}. 
Then the following is easy. 
(1.12) PROPOSITION. ZfH,, H,E%, then H,+H,EXandH,n H,EZ. 
For a while, take two H,, H, E X and fix them. 
(1.13) DEFINITION. We say that (~1~: cQL is a pre-relative orientation 
with respect o H, and H,, if 
(1) LEX and H,+H2cL, and 
(2) CY~ and aI are volume elements of L n K: and L n K:, respec- 
tively. 
We denote by PRO(H, : H,) the set of all pre-relative orientations with 
respect o HI and H,. Then we have the following. 
(1.14) PROPOSITION. (1) Zf(al:a,),EPRO(HI:HZ), then ( -al:aZ)LE 
PRO(H, : Hz). 
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(2) Let (a , : ~1~)~. E PRO(H, : Hz). Zf L’ E c?? and L c L’, then 
(aI A /I : x2 A p)Ls E PRO(H, : Hz). Here p is a volume element of L’ n L’. 
Now we introduce a relation - in PRO(H, : Hz). 
(1.15) DEFINITION. For (a, : a,),, (~1; :GI;)~, E PRO(H, : H,), we write 
(a1 : az)L. - (ai : CI;)~, ifthere are an 1 E H satisfying L + L’ c z, a volume 
element /3 of En L, and a volume element /?’ of 2, n L’ such that 
c(, A /?=cr’, A p’ and c(~ A /?=a, A /?I. 
Then we have the following. 
(1.16) PROPOSITION. (1) The - is an equivalence relation on 
PRO(H, : Hz). 
(2) For any (CY~ :CX*)~, (CC; :IY;)~,E: PRO(H, : Hz), (a, : CL~)~- 
(a; : agL. or (a, : a2)L - (-a; : a;)Lp. 
(3) (a1 : Q)L and (-a, : CI~)~ are not --equivalent for any 
(q : CQ)~< E PRO(H, : H,). 
Proof. Part (1) is obvious from the definition f - and Proposition 
(1.14)(2). Part (2) is obvious from Proposition (1.14)(2) and the fact that 
there are only two volume elements on each finite dimensional real Hilbert 
space. Part (3) is also obvious. 
Now we define the set of relative orientations RO(H, : H,) between H, 
and H, by 
(1.17) RO(H, : H,)=PRO(H, : H2)/-. 
Then we see that #(RO(H, : Hz))= 2. We denote by [(a, : az)J the 
element in RO(H, : Hz) determined by the representive (aI : az)L E 
PRO(H, : Hz). In the case where H, = H,, we denote [( 1 : l)H] by 1 and 
denote [(-1, l)H] by -1. 
We introduce a certain semigroup structure. The following is obvious. 
(1.18) PROPOSITION. Let HI, H,, H3~ 2. Zf (a1 : a,),, (a’, :a;)L.E 
PRO(H, : H,), (a 2 : a3)L, (a; : a;JLr E PRO(H, : H3L (a, : aJL - (a’, : a;),ds, 
and (az : a3)L - (a; : a;),,, then (a, : a3)L - (a; : a;)L,. 
By the above proposition, we see that the following definition is 
consistent. 
(1.19) DEFINITION. Let H,, HZ, H3e H. If [(al : a,),]ERO(H, : H,) 
and [(cl2 :a3)J E RO(H, : H3), we define [(al : az)J . [(cc* :a3)J E 
RO(Hl : ff3) by [(a 1 : dLl . [(a2 : a31L1 = [(aI : QLl. 
Then we have the following. 
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(1.20) PROPOSITION. Let Hi E s?, i = 1, 2, 3,4. Then 
(1) (rl~r2)~r3=rl~(r2~r3)foranyri~RO(Hi:Hi+,), i=l,2,3. 
(2) For each rERO(Hr : Hz), there is a unique r-l ERO(H, : H,) 
such thatr.r-‘=l undr-‘.r=l. 
(3) (r, .r2)-l =r;’ .r;’ for any riERO(Hi: Hi+,), i=l, 2. 
We define Dim H ( = Dim(H; H)) E Z for each HE 2 by 
Also, we denote by P, the orthogonal projection from R onto H. 
Let HI, H, E X and A : H, --f H, be a bounded linear map such that 
A -PH,~H~ E Y’(H,, H,), and let di = Dim Hi, i= 1, 2, and d= d2 - dI. 
Let L. E Y? such that HI + Hz t L and cli, i = 1,2, are volume elements of 
L n HI, respectively. LetA, be a bounded linear operator in L given by 
A, = AP,,. 
Let n > 0 v ( -d), and r E A’ Hz. Then we may regard l as an element 
of A” L and so we can define t12 A 5 as an element of A”L. Here 
m = n + d2. By Proposition (1.8) we see that 
So there is a unique q E A” + d H, such that T,(A,)(cr, A r)=ct, A q. We 
denote by r”(A; L, a1, ~1~) a map form A” Hz into r\n+d H, corresponding 
5 to q. Then it is obvious that F,JA; L, tlI, CI*): A” H, + A”+“ H, is a 
bounded linear operator. 
Moreover, we have the following. 
(1.21) PROPOSITION. Let KE X such that L c K and /? be a volume 
element of Kn L’. Then 
exp( -Dim L) . FJA; L, CI, ~1~) 
= exp( - Dim K) . F,,(A; K, /I A CL~, /? A CQ). 
Proof Let AK(s) = Z, + (1 - s)(AK - ZK) and A.(s) = I, + (1 - s) 
(A, -IL), SE Iw. Then det,(A,(s)) is real analytic in s and det,(A,(l)) = 1. 
So S= {SE Iw; det,(A,(s)) = O> is a at most countable set. 
Let s~ilX\S, r=dim(KnLl)=DimK-DimL, and y~r\“‘Lcjj”‘K. 
Then it is easy to see that 
and 
det,(A,(s)) = s’ .er(les) detZ(AL(S)). 
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Therefore f,+,(A,(s))(fl A y) =e’(‘-“‘.fl A T,(A.(s))(y). So takings -+O, 
we have rr+m (Ad(B A Y) = e’-P A I,. 
This implies our assertion. 
By Proposition (1.21), we see tht exp( -Dim L) . r,(A; L, CC,, Q) 
depends only on A and the --equivalent class of (a, : ~1~)~. So we have the 
following. 
(1.22) THEOREM. Let H,, H, E 2, A : H, -+ H, be a linear map 
such that A - P,, nN2 EY~(H~,H,) and rERO(H, :H,). Let d= 
Dim H, - Dim H,. Then for any n > 0 v ( -d), there is a bounded linear 
operator f,(A; r): /j” H, -+ A n+d H, such that T,,(A; r) = exp( -Dim L) 
r,(A; L, cr,,cc,) ifr=(c(, :a,),/~. 
From Theorem ( 1.1) we have the following. 
(1.23) THEOREM. Let HI, H,, H, E 2, r, E RO(H, : Hz), and r2 E 
RO(H,:H,). Letd=DimH,-DimH, andd’=DimH,-DimH,. Then 
foranyn>Ov(-d-d’)andLEX with H,+H,+H,cL, 
r,(A,A,;r,r,)=exp(-trace~j(A2PH2-PL)(A,PHl-PL)}+DimL) 
x r,+AAl; rl)r,(A2; r2) 
if n>, -d’, and 
if n < -d’. 
2. FORMS AND PULL-BACK 
- - 
Now let (p, H, B) be an abstract Wiener space and &l be a closed sub- 
space of A with dim H = co. Also let X be as given by (1.11). For each 
HE X let P, denote the orghogonal projection from R onto H, E, the 
closure of H in B, and pH the probability measure on B given by 
pH = p 0 P;‘. Here p, is the stochastic extension of P,: R -+ H. Then we 
have pLH(BH) = 1, and so (pLH, H, BH) is an abstract Wiener space. 
As we discussed in the previous papar [6], for each abstract Wiener 
space (pH, H, BH), HE 2, we can define capacities C,, Cap”, tl,, etc., 
and the notions H - Co open sets, H - C” maps, etc. We use these notions 
here. Also we denote by LOW(H) and OS,(H) the set of C,-quasi-open sets 
and the set of strong C, - Co open sets with respect o (pLH, H, BH), 
respectively. 
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Let HE% and UECGw(H) for a while. For each n>O andpE(1, co], we 
denote by a;(U) = 9;. ,OC U; A” H*). We define a linear operator 
dd;(U)+d;+‘(U) by 
(2.1) da=(n+l)A.+,(Da), a E &i(U). 
Also, for any a E a:(U) and /?E &z(U), n, m 2 0, we define 
a A fi~&Ol”,+~(U) by a A /I(Z) = a(z) A /3(z). 
Then as usual we have the following. 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. (1) d2 = 0 on d;(U). 
(2) (a A D) A y = (a A D) A Y 
for my aEd%( DE&~“,(U), and d’,(U). 
(3) d(a A B) = (da) A p+ (- l)“a A (d/I) 
for any aEd”, and /3~&‘;4m,(U). 
Recall that Dim H= dim(Hn (Hn @)I) - dim(Hn (Hn IJ)‘). For 
each FEZ and ~~(1,031, d,“‘“(U) denotes 9Lloc(U;/jrH) if 
r=DimH-n>O, and 
we set d,“‘“(U)= (0) if n>Dim H. Noting that A”+’ HcH@(l\“H), 
n > 1, we can define a linear operator 2: 2: ‘“(U) + 2; +n+ ‘( U) by 
(2.3) da= -aa, aEgT+n(U), if r=DimH-n> 1, 
and we define za = 0 if n > Dim H and a E 2: +n( U). 
Also, for aEd”, and j~s?~+“‘(U), n>O, mEZ, we define 
a i( BEAK+“+“’ by 
(2.4) a ii b(z) = 
(- 1 )‘a(z) -B(z) if Dim H2n+m o 
if Dim H<n+m, 
where r = n(n - 1)/2. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. (1) a2 =0 on J;+*(U). 
(2) (a A /I?) X y=a A (B K y) for any aE&;S”,(U), BE&Z(U), and 
y E 22 +‘(u). 
(3) z(a ii 8) = (da) A j?+ (- 1)“a A. (a/?) for any a E&L(U) and 
@d”,‘“(U). 
Proof: (1) Let fED,“(B,;E), a,b~H with J(QJ(~= j16/jH= 1 and 
(a, b)H = 0. Also let F= a @I b &I$ Then we have 
JF(z) = (z, a);b @Of (z) - b $3 L’f (z)(a). 
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So we have 
Thus we have ?((a @ b - b @ a) f) = 0. 
The assertion (1) follows from this observation. 
The proof of the assertion (2) is easy. 
(3) LetfEDz_(B,; R) and (e,, . . . . e,} is an orthonormal system in 
H. Then a =,f.er A . . . A e,,~d~+~-~(B~), where d= Dim H. Then we 
have 
Jci= - 1 sgn(o)a(f.e,(l,)e,,2,0 ... Oen(,z) 
= - Jf C (-l)jsgn(z)d(f.e,)e,(,, 
j=l ?t-Sn-I 
0 . . . Oe,,,-,,Oe,(jjO ... @ercn) 
= - i a(f.ej)eT X (el A ... A e,). 
j=l 
Here e:EH*,j=l,..., n, is such that H*(eF,e,)H=6rl. 
NOW let f, g E D;-(B,; R), {e,)z r be a complete orthonormal basis in 
H, and {e,?}?:, be the dual basis of {e,}?:,. Let 1 di,-=~i,< ... <ii, and 
1q< .‘. <jm, and let ct=f.e$ A ... A ez and /?=g.e,, A ... A e,,,,. 
Then a A p = 0, unless m > n and i, = j,, . . . . i, = j,. 
Note that 
da 7\ /I= f (Df,ek*)H*.g(e,* A~:A ... A et) Ti (e.il A ... A eJ 
k=t 
and 
a X (@)= - 1 f.d(g.e,)(ez A . . . A et A ek*) ii (e,, A ... A e,,). 
k=l 
So unless m > n and i, = jr, . . . . u, = j,,, dol i; b = 0 and a K (a/I) = 0, and so 
i?(a A p)=dac K fl+(--1)“~ K (i?j?). 
Suppose that m > n and i, =jI, . . . . i, =j,. Then we see that 
a i( p=(-l)“‘“-‘“*fg.ejn+, A ‘.. A elm, 
da ?\ /?=(-1) n(n+1)i2(-l)” $J (Of, e$),*ef 7\ (ejn+, A . . A e,_), 
k=l 
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and 
@ A (;ip)= -(-q++W2 Irn k~,f.d(g.cde,* A (ejn+, A ... A ejJ. 
Noting that a(fg .ek) = -(Of, e,*),. g +f. a(f. e,), we have ;i(cc A fl) =
do! A a+(-l)nLY i;. @I). 
This implies our assertion (3). 
We define a equivalence ralation N on SZ?; +n x RO(H; @) by 
(%, r,)= (a23 r*) 
if (c~,r~)=(~~,rd or (a,,r,)=(-~1~, -r2) for (~1~,r~), (a2,r2)~ 
J:+“(U) x RO(H; H). We define &F’“(U) by 
-ol,“+“(U)=g;+n(U)~RO(H;ZJ)/~. 
We define d: d,“‘“(U) + ZZY;+~+‘(U) by 
(2.6) d((s r)/e) = (@d, r)/=, (a, r) E 2; +n( U) x RO(H; H). 
Also, we defme a bilinear map * A **: d”,(U) x &z’“(U) -+ 
,2+“+“(U) by 
It is obvious that they are well-defined and we have the following. 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. (1) d* = 0 on -Qlp” +“( U). 
(2) (a A /I) A ~=a A (p A y) for any u~d”,(U), fl~d~(U), and 
/?Esdr$++‘(U). 
(3) d(a A p)=(dR) A /I+(-1)“~ A (dp) for any cr~~#z(U) and 
BE& “,‘“(U). 
(2.9) PROPOSITION. Let HI, H, E S. Then there is a measurable map 
A:B,,-rB,, satisfying the following: 
(1) Az=pzfor pH, -a.e. z. Here P is the orthogonal projection from H, 
onto H, n H, and P is its tochastic extension. 
(2) There is an ~1, -C” map F: BH, + H, n H: such that 
Az=z-F(z) in Bfor allzEB,,. 
Proof Let Q be the orthogonal projection from H, into H, n H,. Then 
by Theorem (1.14) in [6], we see that there is a version Q of a stochastic 
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extension of Q on (pn,, H,, Bn,) such that 0: B,, + H, n H, is am-quasi- 
continuous and a oo (Bn,\ {z E B,, ; &z + h) - Q(z) = Qh for all h E H}) = 0. 
Let Q(z) = z - Q(z), z E B,, . Then it is easy to see that a)(z) = Pz ,n,,-a.e. 
z. So if we let C= {ZEBU,; Q(z) E BH2), C is a,-quasi-closed and 
p(B,,\C)=O. So by Proposition (3.7) in [6] we have Cap”(B,,\C)=O. 
Since a,((C+H)\C)=O, we see that a,(B,,\C)=O. Obviously D is an 
z,-C5 map. So letting AZ=@(Z), ZEB,,\(C+H), and A(z)=O, 
z E C + H, we have our assertion. 
(2.10) DEFINITION. Let H,, H, E X, and Uie 8:,(Hi), i= 1, 2. We say 
that a map @: U, -+ U2 is C,-admissible, if there is a strong C, - C” map 
F:U,+H, and an a, - C” version P,, nH;: B,, + H, n Hi of a 
stochastic extension of PHI n ,+ IN, such that Q(z) = (z - B,, n H;~) + F(z), 
ZE u,. 
The following are obvious (see Section 7 in [ 61). 
(2.11) PROPOSITION. Let H, , H2, H, E X, and Ui E O’,k,(Hi),  = 1, 2, 3. 
(1) If maps @I : U, + U, and @I~ U, -+ U3 are C,-admissible, then 
Gz 0 @I : U, * U, is also C,-admissible. 
(2) If H, 1 H,, then there is a C,-admissible map~from B,, into B,, 
Mlhich is a version of a stochastic extension of P, /n, . 
(3) If H,cffz> then the inclusion map ,from B,, into B,, is 
C, -admissible. 
(4) If ClD: U,-+ U, is a C,-admissible map, then ,f(@( . )) E 
9;; lo,( u,; ~3 for any f E 9;: ,J u, ; ~3 P E t 1, ~6 1. 
Let H,, H, E X and Ui E BL,(Hi), i = 1,2. Also let @: U, -+ Uz be a 
C, -admissible map. 
(2.12) DEFINITION. For any a E&‘;(U~), n 3 0, PE (1, GO], we dehne 
@*a E d;( U, ) by 
@*a(z) = ~‘,(D@(z)*)a(@(z)). 
Then we have the following. 
(2.13) PROPOSITION. Let H,, H,, H, E Y and U,E S$(H,), i= 1, 2, 3. 
(1) If @, : U, -+ U, and Qi,: U, -+ .!I3 are C,-admissible, then 
(c&“@,)* =*@I*@? on Jqw 
for any n>O andpE(1, CQ]. 
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(2) If @: U, -+ U, is C,-admissible, 
d(@*cr) = @*(da) 
for any a~&i(U~), n>O, p~(1, co], and 
@*(Cl A p) = @*a A o*p 
for any aE&‘01”,(U2) and /?E~Z(U~). 
Let H,,H,EX, Ui~L02(Hi), i=l,2, and let @:U,+U, be a 
C,-admissible map. Then there is a strong C, - C” map F: U, --P Hz and 
an c(, - C” version B,, n H: : BH, -+ H, n H: of a stochastic extension of 
P H,nH; such that @(z)=(z-PPHlnH:z)+F(z), ZEU,. 
Now for each a = (6, rz)/ N E &‘p”‘“( U,), d E dT+“( U,), r2 E RO(H, : H), 
we define @*~EJxIT+~(U,) by 
@*cc= tB, r,Y-, 
where rl E RO(H, : H), and fl~ 2; + “(U,) is given by 
a(z) = G’~)+“’ exp( -WHl nH2F)(z) 
+ trace P me@W- f llF(~Nl;~ 
+ ; IIF H,d&, - Dim( H, n Hz)) 
x T,(D@(z); r, .r;‘)d(@)(z)). 
Here d=DimH,-DimH,, and m=DimH,-n. 
It is easy to see that this is well-defined. Also, we have the following. 
(2.14) PROPOSITION. Let H,, HZ E &, Ui E cO;(H,), and ri E RO(H,: fi), 
i= 1,2. Suppose that @: U, + U2 is C,-admissible. Let L E J? such that 
L c H, n H, and let G: U1 --, R be given by G(z) = G(z) - p,z, ZE U1. If 
a = (a. ?-2)/N Ed m+“(U2), then @*cr=(fl,r,)/z. Here $EJ~+“(U~) is 
given by 
E(z) = (27z)--d’* exp( -a(P,G)(z) + trace P,,,.lDG(z) 
- $. ItG(z)I i. II~H,,L~41~-DWL)) 
x r,(D@(z); rl .r;‘)&(@(z)), 
where d = Dim H, - Dim H, and m = Dim H, - n. 
ProoJ: Note that 
F(z) = G(z) - (z - B,, n H;z - &z) 
=G(~)-h++,~n~~z, ZE u,. 
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So we have 
-a(p H,,H,~)(z)+tracePH,,H~~~(z)-f~ll~(z)ll~2 
+ 4. IlH ,nH:zIIzH, 
= - {W,G)(z)+ (G(z), & ,~.~~C,GZ)H 
- trace P H, n Hz n .,DGb) 
- IIF H,nHZnLLzI(~,+dim(H,nH,nL’)}+traceP,,,,:DG( 
~{~II~~~~~~~+~~II~H,,~,~~~~/~~~~~~~~~~~,~H~~L~~~A~ 
+$qP H,nH&, 
= -a( P,G)(z) +trace P,,,,lDG(z)- 4. IIG(z)/(i 
+$llB ,,,,~z/I~+Dim(H, n H,)-Dim(L). 
Thus we have our assertion. 
Now we have the following. 
(2.15) PROPOSITION. Let H,, H,, H,E% and Ui~OTc(H,), i= 1, 2, 3. 
(1) If @, : U, + Uz and @, : U2 + U, are C, -admissible, then 
for any nEZ andpE(1, CD]. 
(2) If @: U, -+ Uz is C,-admissible, 
@*(cc A 0) = @,‘a. A @*p 
for any c(E&~(U~) and /?c&‘z+“‘(U2), n>O, mEZ. 
(3) If @: U, -+ U2 is C,-admissible, 
d(@*u) = @*(dcr) 
for any aEd:+“( nEZ,pE(l, a~]. 
ProoJ: (1) Let L,KEX such that LcH,nH,nH, and H,+H,+ 
H,cK. Let Gi: Ui-+a i=l,2, be given by G,(z)=@~(z)-P~z, ZEU,. 
Then we see that 
Let riERO(H,: Zj), i= 1,2, 3, and a=(& r3)/cx eyOPOD+“(U3). Then we 
have 
(277) 
(Dim If1 - Dim Hl)/Z 
.(@20@1)*a=(8, r,)l=, 
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where F(z) = exp(f(z))I’,,,(o(@, 0 @,); rl .r;‘)E((@, 0@r)(z)), and 
f(z)= -~(P,G,~@,+P,Gl)(z)+traceP,,,,~D(G,~@,)(z) 
-f.(IG2~~,(~)+PLG,(~)(I~+~ll~H,,~~z~1~-Dim(L). 
Letf.: Ui-,Iw, i= 1, 2, be given by 
fj(z) = -a(PLG,)(z) + trace PH,nL~DGi(z) - $. 11Gi(z)j1$ 
+a IIP H,nL4k-Dim(L). 
Note that 
and 
W,G,o@,)(z) = %P,GA@~(z)) - (PL&(@I(z)), G,(z))R 
+ trace PLDGZ(@,(z)) DG,(z). 
So we see that 
S(z) - (fi(Z) +f*(@1(z))) 
= {(PLG~(@I(z)), G,(z))ti+ trace PLDG2(@I(~))DGI(~)) 
+ (trace PH, n Lo DGz(@,(z))oG,(z)-trace PHlnLJIG,(z) 
- trace P mdGA@&)H 
+ {-KWW), f’,G,(zh+$ IlG,(+P,Gddll~) 
-f. lJP H2nL~G1(z)II k + Dim L 
= trace DG,(@(z))DG,(z) - trace(P,- P=)DG,(z) 
- trace(P,- PL)DGZ(@I(~)) + trace(P, - PK) - Dim K 
= trace((P, + DG,(@,(z)) - PK} ((P, + DG,(z)) - PK} -Dim K. 
This and Theorem (1.23) imply the assertion (1). 
The assertion (2) is obvious. Let us prove the assertion (3). If H, c H, 
and @ is an inclusion map from B,,, into B,, then F(z) = G(z) - 
(Z-P H,nH;)=O, and so the assertion (3) is obvious. If H, I Hz and 
@=&: BH,+BHz, 
that D((IP 
then P’(z) = D(z) - (z - pH, n H;) = 0, and so by noting 
,,,P~l12)(~)(h)=2.(Pn,,,:z, PHlnH;h)=O, ~EH,, we see the 
assertion (3) is valid. 
Therefore by virtue of the assertion (l), it is sufficient to prove 
the assertion (3) in the case where H, = H2 = HE &?. Also, by virtue 
of the asssertion (2) and Proposition (2.8), it is sufftcient to prove 
the assertion for a = (h, r)/ z E & O” +Dim H-‘(B,), where h E H and YE 
RO(H; H). Note that da = ((2, h)p, r). Let F(z) = Q(z) - z, ZE U,, 
f(z) = exp(-Wz)- -4 II~~~N~Wo(~@(z); fH)(@(z), A)R, and B(z) = 
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exp( -8F(z) - . i j\F(z)jj ~(z)j)~)Zr(D@(z); 1,)/r, zE U,. Then we see that 
@* dcc = (f, r)/N and @*cc = (j, r). So it is suficient to prove that a/I =f: 
Note that 
exp(Dim H) .f(z) = exp( -aF(z) - . f llF(z)ll x) det,(Z, + DF(z)) 
x ((z, A)!-? + (m), 4”)7 
and 
exp(Dim H) p(z) = exp( -al;(z) - .$ IIF(z)ll i)Z,(Z+ DF(z))h. 
Let u(z) = Z,(Z, + DF(z))h. Then 
u(z) + MzK4z)) = P(ZW, 
where p(z)=det,(Z,+DF(z)). So we see that 
Du(z)(k) = -DF(z)(Du(z)(k)) - D2F(z)(u(z), k)
+ m(zw)k keH. 
This implies that Du(z) + D2F(z)(u(z), .)is a nuclear operator. Also, we 
see that 
Du(z)(k)= -(Z,+DF(z))-‘D2F(z)(u(z), k) 
- trace(D*F(z)(k, .)(ZH + DF(z))-’ DF(z)) .u(z). 
and SO we have trace(Du(z) + D2F(z)(u(z), .)) = 0. Therefore we have 
trace DF(z)Du(z) = Dp(z)(h). 
Now we have 
&4(z) = - 8(DF)(z)u(z) + trace DF(z)Du(z) 
-&(z)(h) + P(ZNZ, h1i-I 
= -WW(z)(4z)) + (mh u(z)), + Pkk A)&?. 
So we see that 
a(ev(-aF-$ IIW~)-u)(z) 
= ev( - Wz) - 4 VW 3 
x wm4w)) + W(z)(4z)), fTZ))H + Wz)} 
= evt -Wz) - i llF(z)ll i) 
x {(VEf+ Wz)Mz), m))H + P(Zk h)Pf 
=~xP(-@(+~ II~(z)llX).~(z)((~(z), WH+(z Wa}. 
This shows that ap(z) =f(z). 
This completes the proof. 
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3. ROTATION AND FORMS 
For any separable Banach space B and any separable Hilbert Space E, 
let fl@T(B; E) denote the set of maps f from B into E such that there are 
n 3 1, a bounded linear operator T: B + R”, and YE CTp(R”; E) such that 
f(z) =?(W. H ere C,“(R”; E) is a set of smooth maps from R” into E 
whose derivatives ofany order grow at most polynomial order. 
Let A: H -+ H be an bounded anti-symmetric operator, i.e., A* = -A. 
Then U = tA: H -+ H is a unitary operator for any t E R. So one can define 
a stochastic extension oz E B p-a.e. z. For simplicity ofnotation, we denote 
uz by efAz. Then for any f E P&?T( B; E), we can define RA f: [w 0 B + E by 
RAf(etAz), y1 @ p-a.e. (t, z). 
Here y,(dt) = (277-r’* exp( -t2/2) dt. 
Then we have the following. 
(3.1) LEMMA. If fgSWT(B;), then R,feDz-([W@B; E). Moreover, 
for any n 2 0, and p E (1, 00 ), there is a constant C E (0, co) such that 
iiR,f 11 D;(R@B;E) < c. ilf /ID:” l&E) 
for any f E SW,“(B; E). 
Proof It is obvious that R,fEDL-([WOB; E) and 
tt Ra fll D,O(RfBB;E)= tifllD;(B;E), PE(k co). 
Suppose that A: H -+ H can be extended to a bounded linear operator 
A”: B + B. Then for f s 9Wy(B; E), we have 
$f(e’2(z+sh)l,=a=Df(e”z)(e’Ah). hEH 
and 
-$f(R(t+s,z))l,=,=Vf(e”z)(k) 
= B(, A”*Vf (e’az))Bt 
= -D*(At,Df )(e”z) p-a.e., 
since trace(D(Ai,Df)(z)) = C,E, O’f (z)(hi, Ahj) = 0, where {hi},?, is a 
complete orthonormal basis. 
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From this one can easily see that even for general A: H -+ H, 
RAf~Dk([W@B; E) for anyfEF%:;“(B; E) and 
D(R,df )(t, zh, h) = R,W!!)(f, z)(e”% -s. R,d~*(A~,J?f))(~~ z). 
So we see that 
Il~(R,fN,;,,,.;., G IIWll,,;(~;E) + II~*hJYll,~,,; E), PE(L =I. 
Thus this proves our assertion in the case that s = 1. By induction, we can 
show our assertion for any s = II 2 2 also. Then by the interpolation theory 
and Lemma (2.13) in [6], we have our assertion for any s > 0. 
The following is an easy consequence of Lemma (3.1). 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. (1) R, f E D;(R @ B; E) for my f E DF(B; E), 
s>o,pE(l, co). 
(2) R,f++,(WB;E)for wf+,,,oc(B;W, ~~(12 aI. 
(3) R, f E 9; ,oc(R 0 B; ~3 for any SE 9; ,,,(B; ~9, p E 1, ~0 1. 
Remember that lH: H* + H is a bounded linear operator such that 
(ld, h)H= w(kr h)n, ke H*, hrz H. We denote by the same rH the 
bounded linear operator from H*@(” + ‘) into H @ H*@” given by 
~&c,@k, 0 ~~~Ok,,)=(~,k,)Ok,O . ..Ok.,, kEH*, k,,k ,,..., k EH*. 
for each n > 0. We define R,*,“M E &a, ,0C([w ~$3 B) for any a E &;, ,,,(B) by 
RA*%(f, z) = F((e’A)*)R,a(t, z). 
Then we have the following. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Suppose A: H -+ H is an an&symmetric bounded linear 
operator such that there is a PE P(B* : H) satisfying that PA = A. Let 
A : H*@H*@((H*)@‘*)-,(H*)@’ 
g;en by 
> n 30, be a bounded linear operator 
u E H* @ H*, u E (H*)@“, where {e,} y!, is a complete orthonormal basis of 
H’. Then we have 
i R:,“a = R2’n( -d(a(Az,a)) + $d(A,_ ,(da))- @Al, da)) 
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Proof: Since (I- P)erA = (I-P), we can reduce everything to the case 
of finite dimensions. So we can use usual calculus. Let X(z) = AZ. Then 
5px = ;,d + di,. 
Let {et},; 1 be a complete orthonormal basis on H, and let {ei},z, 
be its dual basis. Let p E 9WW(B; A”H*), and pi, ..i,(z) = 
U/n )(B(z), e , A . .. A eiJAnH., il, .. . . i, = 1,2, . . . . Then we have 
i*p(Z) = f pi,, .&(Z)(AZp ZHei')&i2 A .'. A ein 
il,...,i” 
= - f (2, pi, _. .~n(Z)Al&“)ffei, A ... A e, 
il....,i.= I 
= -d(Az,p)- f $ (D(Bil,..,,Az,e”)(z)ek, klH 
il....,i.= 1 k= 1 
.ei2 A .-- A ein 
= -~(AZHS)- f f ~bi,...i,(z)(ek)ff 
il,...,i,,= 1 k= 1 
. n(Aei,, ek),. .eh A ... A ein. 
Noting that 
5 f oBi,...i,(z)(ek)H’,(Aei,, ek>w 
il=l k=l 
= -$- f f ofli,...in(z)(ek)H-A(ek A e”), 
il=l k=l 
we have 
ixfl = -a(Az,p) + +a,- ,(dB). 
This implies our assertion. 
(3.4) LEMMA. Suppose that A: H + H is an anti-symmetric bounded 
linear operator. Let UE O,,,(H) and cp E Q”,,,,,(B; R), and assume that there 
is a C,-quasi-closed set C such that Cc U and q(z) = 0, ZE B/C. Then for 
any aE&;,,JU), pE(1, co], with du=O, 
(3.5) -$ R;*“(cpcr) = R;*“( -d(a(Al,(cpcr))) 
+~d(,.<drp,Al,ar))-a(Az,d(~a))). 
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Proof. By Lemma (5.22) in [6], we see that cpa~&‘;,,JB), and 
d(cpa)=dq A ct. Let (P,}E=, c P(B*; H) such that P, r I,, m -+ co, and 
let A, = P,AP,, m > 1. Then by Lemma (3.3), we see that (3.5) is true for 
A = A,, since 6,- ,(dq A a) = (dq, Az,a). So we have 
Note that 
IlR,*~“B-R,*~~::ll~p~(~~~;n.n~O as m-boo 
for any j? EDj(B; n”H). So we have our assertion. 
Now let A: H -+ H be an anti-symmetric bounded linear operator and 
F: rW@ B + H and S, P-map (resp. a strong C, - C” map). Let 
@:IWOB+B be given by @(t,z)=efAz+F(t,z), (t,z)~ll%@B. Since the 
map (t,z)--te-‘A F(t, 2) is an S, P-map (resp. a strong C, -C” map) 
from [w x B -+ H, and @(t, z) = efA(.z + ePrAF(F(t, z)), we see that if 
f~ gp, dB) (rev. I;,,,,), then f(@(t, z)) E gp, do 0 B) (rev. 
q,,,,,(wB))> PE(L ml. 
For any a E &i(B), n 3 1, we define @j+ a E d;(B), t E 1w, by 
@:a(z) = Fn((etA + D,F(t, ~))*)a(@(& z)), z E B. 
Also, let i: Hx H*@“-+ H*@‘(“-‘) be a b ounded bilinear operator given by 
;(h)(k,0k,0...0k,)=,(h,k,),..k,0...0k,, ~EH, kl,...,k,EH*, 
for each n 2 1. Then we have the following lemma similar to Lemma (3.4). 
(3.6) LEMMA. Let UE Q”,(H), cp E 5@:, ,,,(B; aB), and aSsume that there is 
a C,-quasi-closed set C such that Cc U and q(z) = 0, z E B\ C. Then for 
any c( Eda, ,J U), p E ( 1, co 1, with da = 0, 
(3.7) -$ @F(v) = d @3 -a(Al,(v))) 
d(cpa). 
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We can prove a similar statement in a more general case. Let A: H -+ H 
be an anti-symmetric bounded linear operator and let K be a finite dimen- 
sional subspace of H. Let FO: R 0 B @ K + H be a map such that the map 
F,,(.,*,~,**)*IW$B@B+H is a strong C,-C” map and let 
Fl E=%,loc (R’ 0 B: K) for which F, : R @ B + K is C,-quasi-continuous. 
Let !P:[W@B+B be given by !P(t,~)=e’~z+F~(t,z,F~(t,z)), (t,z)~ 
R 0 B. If we let @: R @ K+ B be given by @(t, z, k) = efAz + F,,(t, z k), we 
see that Y(‘(t, z) = @(t, z, F,(t, z)). So by Theorem (7.22) in [6] we see that 
4 Vt, z)) E gp, do 0 B; E) if u E Qp, ,,,(B; ~9. 
For any a E d;(B), n 3 1, we define !PTcr E&i(B), t E R, by 
?a(~) = r,((e’” +o,(Fdt, z, Fl(t, z)))*M@(t, z)), 
Then we have the following. 
z E B. 
(3.8) LEMMA. Let UE n,,,(H) and cp E~S;,,,~(B; [w), and assume that 
there is a C,-quasi-closed set C such that Cc U and q(z) = 0, z E B\ C. 
Then for any CI E&a, &U), p E (1, cc 1, with do! = 0, 
(3.9) & V(w) = a’ ly;r( -dW,(w))) + f p(dq, Az,a) 
+ !I’:( -&4z,d(cptx))) + i d(cpa). 
Let (,ui, Hi, Bi), i= 1,2, be abstract Wiener spaces. Then (plop*, 
H,@Hz, B,@B,) is also an abstract Wiener space. Let Ti: F%?T(Bi; E) 
+ S%Z’T(B, 0 B,; E) be a map given by 
Tif(z, 322) =f(zA f E SWt”(Bi; E). 
Then the following is obvious. 
(3.10) LEMMA. For any SE Iw andpe (1, cc), 
II Tif II D;(BI @&;E) G llfll D;(B,;E) 
for any f E SWF(Bi; E). 
So we have the following, too. 
(3.11) COROLARY. Let Tif(z,,z,)=f(zi), (z,,z,)EB,@B,, for any 
measurable map f: Bi + E, i = 1, 2. Then we have the following. 
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4. VANISHING THEOREM OF POINCARB TYPE 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let U E Q,,(H). Assume that there ure U,, E 00”,(H), 
Cap”-quasi-closed sets C,, P, E Y(H; H), and maps F,,: R x B x H -+ H, 
n = 1, 2, . . . . satisfying the following. 
(1) U,CC,CU~+,CU, n>l. 
2) Cm(U\(U,“=, U,))=O. 
(3) P(U,)>O. 
(4) P,fZ,, n+ 00. 
(5) Zf j<n, zcUj, hEH, z+hEU,, then F,(O,z,O)=O, 
F,(l,z,h)=h, andz+F,(t,z,h)EUj+I, tE[O,l]. 
(6) The map (t,z,w)ER@B@B+F,,(t,z,P,H is a strong 
C,-C” mapon R@B@Bforanyn,m31. 
Then for any cl~&z(U), n > 1, PE (1, a], with dM=O, there is u 
PEA?;-‘(U) such that a=dj?. 
Before proving this theorem we prove the following. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Let us assume the same assumption of Theorem (4.1). Let 
%E&:(U), n > 1, PE (1, a~], with da=O. Then for any ma 1, there is a 
fl E &a-‘(B) such that u(z) = d/?(z) for ol-a.e. z E U,. Moreover, ifr 3 1, and 
m > r + 2, and a(z) = 0 for p-a.e. zE U, + , , there is a /3 E &E- ‘(B) such that 
p(z) = 0 for p-a.e. zE U, and a(z) = dp(z) for p-a.e. zE U,. 
We prove this lemma in several steps. 
Step 1. By Lemma (5.10) in [6], we see that there is a bonds- 
such that 0 < ‘pO Q 1, q,(z) = 0, z E B\ U1, and p(‘pO = 1) > 0. Let 
RJj(t, wo, WI, W,)=COS(t7r/2)(WO-~~W~) 
+ sin( t71./2)( w2 - B, WJ + P, w2 
R:(t, wo, WI 1 w2) = WI 
Ri(t, wo, wl, w2)= -sin(trc/2)(w,-B,w,) 
+ COS(t71/2)(WZ - H,W,) + &WO 
and 
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&l(w,, WI, w*) = cpo(R% wo, ~1, ~2)) * dt. 
Then we see that t,(w,, w,, w2) is independent with respect o w,, and 
and 
eJo(wot Wl, w2) = vo(wo). 
Therefore we see that II&II DScBB Be&u) + 0 as n -+ cc for any s, p E (1, co). 
So there is an N> 1 such th$t 
P@Pe4(Wo, Wl, w,); cpo(w,)= L5N(%, WI, w2)G2-6})>o. 
Note that qo(R(l, wo, w,, w,))= cpo(wz), and so if qo(w2) > 3/4 and 
MwO, wl, w~)c~-~, then 4~~(R,dt, wo, wl, w2))> l/2 for r~ CO, 11. 
Let Fn:H@H@H+H@H@H be given by Pn(ko,kl,k2)= 
(P,ko, P,kl, 0), (k,, k,, k2)e H@ H@ H. Then it is easy to see that 
IFi-kJ~ nc8s~HD~NllLP(B~B~B;H~n~H) -,O as n, m -+ 0~ for any 
p E (1, cc). So taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that 
(5.3) IIPn+ 1 -P~)D~NIIL”(B~s~~B;N~~~N)~~-~, n> 1. 
Step 2. Let go P(lw; Iw) such that g’> 0, g(t) = 0, I < l/3, and 
g(t)=l, t>2/3. Let Yi:(O,co)@B@B@B+B, i=l,2,3, begiven by 
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~u,(~~ WO? w19 w2) 
= Wo-Pn+l wo+P,w,+COS(g(t-n)n/2)(P,+1Wo-~B,Wo) 
+sin(g(t-n)n/2)(P,+,w,-Pnw,), 
Y,(c wo, Wl, w2) 
=wl-Pn+l w,+B,w,-sin(g(t-n)rc/2)(Fn+,wo-P,wo) 
+COS(g(~--)~/2)(~,+1W1--p,W1), 
and 
Yu,(4 wo, WI, w*) = w2 
for (t,z,w,,w,)~fR@B@B@B with n<t<n+l. Here we take the 
convention that p,z = 0. Also, let Y: R @ B @ B @ B -+ B 0 B @ B be given 
by 
‘I/(6 wo, WI, w2) 
= (Yl(h WO? WI, wz), Yu,(f, wo, Wl, w,), Y,(z, wo, WI, w2)). 
Then we see that 
=g’(t-n)(n/2)~aA(P,+, - elMmw, wo, WI? w2)). 
HereA:H@H@H+H@H@Hisgivenby 
ANo, k,, k,)= tk,, -ko> 0) 
for (ko,k,,k2)~H@H@H. 
So we see from (5.3) that for any p E (1, cc), there is a constant C, such 
that 
il D;‘(BQBbB:R) 
< c*2-n 
for any na0, and t~(n,n+l]. 
On the other hand, it is obvious that there is a constant C for any 
s,p~(l, co) such that 
II f SN(YfY(f, ., .7 .4 G c llrll D;+*(B@BCBB;W), t E (0, 00 ). D;(B@B@B; R8) 
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Therefore by the interpolation theory and Lemma (2.13) in [6], we see 
that 
s O” (1 +Q’ $m, ., ., .)liI Ii dt < 03 0 D;(BCBB@B; R) 
for any s, pi (1, co). 
Let P,Aw~, wl, w2>=in” (1 +t12 l(d/dt) S,dYl(c wo, wl, w2))12dt. Then 
we see that ~,ED~-(B@B@B;[W) and Jjpn(JDSCB~B~B;Rj-+O as n+cc 
for any s> 0 and PE (0, co). It is obvious thai t,( Y(u(n, wo, wi, wJ) + 
rN(wl, wo, w2) in L”(B@B@B; R) as n+ co for anypE(1, co). Therefore, 
we see that 
sup lCN(W,, wo, wz)-tN(ly(, wo, WI, w2))l 
I>?? 
(I 
112 
< Ha (1+f)-2dt) -Pn(Wo, Wl, w2y2 
G P”(WO, Wl, %P P 0 P 8 we. (w,, wl, w2). 
For each n>l, let I’,= {( wo, ~1, w)EBOBOB; pn(wo, ~1, wz)< 
2-l’). Then V,EQ,,(H@H@H) and Cap”(B@B@B\V,)+O, n+co. 
So by Lemma (5.19) in 163, we have $, E~~,,,,(B@ B@ B; R) such that 
OG$,,<l, 
and 
Let T(w,, wl, ~,)=C~=~n+$,(w,, wi, w2). Then it is easy to see 
that TEE oo,,,,(BOBOB; R and ltN(‘Y(T(wo, wl, wd, wo, wl, w2))- 
5dw1, WO, w2)l <Zw5 for p@p@p-a.e. (w,, wl, w2). Let GE%,,~~(BO 
BQ3 B; H) be given by 
G(wo, ~1, w2)= ‘y,(T(wo> ~1, ~21, wo, ~1, w2)-wo. 
Then G(w,, wl, w,)EP,H if Cz=i $,Jwo, wi, w,)= 1. Therefore by 
Theorems (7.21) and (7.22) in [6], we see that u(w,+ 
G(wo, wl, wd, wl, w~)~~~~~BOB@B;E) (rev. 9;,,,(B@BOB;E)) 
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for any UE~~,,,,(B@B@B;E) (resp. 53;,,,,(B@B@B;E)), pE(1, co]. 
Also, if 5,(wI, w,,, w2) < 2-5, and cpo(w2) > 3/4, then cpo(RN(t, w. + 
G(w,, w,), wl, wz))> l/2, and so in particular, w +G(w,, wl, W~)E U,. 
Step3. Let J;:B@B@B-+B, i = 0, 1, 2, be given by 
Ji(wo, wl, WA = wi. Then (JoI,)* (k) = W, 0, 01, (J1 I H)* (k) = (0, k, O), 
and (Jj3)*(k)=(0,0,k), kEH*. Here we identify (H@H@H)* with 
H*@H*@H*. The map (JjJH)*: H* + (HO HO H)* induces a natural 
map A\” Ji( H)*: /\” H* + A\“(H@ H@ H)*. For any /? E d;(B), n 2 1, 
p~(1, 001, we define JTPE~;(B@B@B), i=O, 1,2, by J~p(wo,w,,u’,) 
= A” (J, I H)* (P(Ji(wo, ~1, w))). 
Now let us define @,,,: R@B@B@B+ B@B@B, m> 1, by 
@At, wo, wlr w,)= (wo+F,n(t, wo, G(w,, ~‘1, w,)), ~1, ~2) 
for (t, wo, w,,w~)E(-m, l]xB@B@B, and 
@A4 wo, WI, w)=R,(t- 1, wo+F,(l, wc,, G(w,, ~1, w,)), ~1, ~2) 
for (t, wo, w,, W~)E [l, co)x BOB@B. 
Since B/C,, U,, , E 0,,,,(H), and (B\C,) LJ Umfl = B, by 
Lemma (5.19) in [6], we see there is a q,~9~,,,,(B) such that q,(z)= 1, 
ZEC,, and cp,(z)=O, ZEB\U,+,. 
we define G,a E sf;- ’ 
For any @E&‘;(U), n> 1, p~(1, co], 
(BOBOB) and H,aEd;(B@BQB) by 
Gma,y ~:,,(;((~F,(r,wo,w~,w~))0)0))JOt(~m+,-~))d~ 
+ j* @z7,,(-W iv~~to~e~(JO*((~rn+~Co)) 
1 
+ ;(Aiv(Frn(l, wo, G(wo, '3~0, w,), 0, O))(J,*(J,*(cp,+,a))) dt,
and 
+j* @L (-a(A,z,,,,,(J,*(d(cp,+,a))))) 
I 
+ i(AdF,(l, WO, Go, wl, w2), 0, O))(J$(d(qm+ ,a))) dt. 
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Then by virtue of Lemma (3.8), we see that 
(4.3) 
for pQpQp-a.e. two, wl, wz). 
Let Q:(H@H@H)*+H* be given by Q(ko, k,, k2) = k,,, 
(k,, kl, kz)cH*@H*OH* =(HBH@H)*. Then this induces a linear 
map A” Q: A” (HO HO H)* -+ A” H*. Then we see that 
(4.4) (cp m+14~wo~=( /I Q) 4G,a)(w,, wl, wJ 
W,a)(wo, wl, wd 
for pOp@p-a.e. (wO, wr, wz). 
Note that ifj<m, w06 Vi, tN(wl, wo, w2) < 2-5, and qo(w,)> 3/4, then 
wo+G(wo, ~1, ~21~ U1 and cp,@(t, w,+G(w,, wl, wd, wl, w,))> 1/Z 
tE [0, 11. Therefore we have F(1, wo, G(w,, wr, w,))= w,+ G(w,, wIr w,), 
and so we see that @$t, wo, wr, W,)E Uj+r, tc [0,2], for p@p@p-a.e. 
(w,, wl, W*)E (woe Vi, rN(wI, wo, ~,)<2-~, (p(wz)>3/4}. This implies 
that 
H,Awo, wl, w,)=O 
for pG3pQv.e. two, wl, 4~ {woe U,, L(wI, wo, ~,)<2-~, cp(w,)> 
3/41. 
Let W= {Cw,, wl, w,)EBOBO& (p(w2)>3/4 and &(wI, wo, w2)< 
2-‘1. Since tN(wI, wo, w2) is independent with respect to wo, W is 
independent with respect o a(wo). Also, we see that ~1 @p @ p( W) > 0. So, 
it is easy to see that for ~1O~C10(dw,Odw,Odw,I,)-a.e. (w,, w,, w,), 
and 
(G,a)(-, wl, w,)~d;-‘(B) 
0) = d(G,a)(z, wl, wd for p-a.e. z E 17,. 
Moreover, if r31, m>r+2, and a(z)=O, ZEU,+~, then for 
P Q P Q P(~w~ Q dw, 0 dw I ,)-a= (wo, wl, wd, 
(G,a)k wl, wd = 0 for Capm-a.e. zE U,. 
This proves our lemma. 
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Now let us prove our theorem. Let a0 = aE &F(U). Then there is a 
/I,, E JzZ;- l(B) such that a,,(z) = d/?,(z)p-a.e. z E iJ3. Let a, = a,,- d/I,. Then 
there is a /I, E&a-‘(B) such that aI(z) = dfl,(z) p-a.e. zE U6 and PI(z) = 0 
p-a.e. z E U,. Similarly we see that there are a, E r;9%( U) and p, E &‘a- l(B), 
m>, 1, such that a,+1 (2) = a,(z) - dj?Jz) p-a.e. z E U, a,(z) = dflm(z) p-a.e. 
ZE U3(m+1)J and pm(z) = 0 p-a.e. zE U,, m > 1. 
Since flk(z) = 0 p-a.e. zE U3m, k>m,andC,(U\U,)-+Oasm-+co,we 
can define /? E&F-‘(U) by b(z) = C;zO /?Jz), zE U. It is obvious that 
a = dfl. This completes the proof of Theorem (4.1). 
(4.5) COROLLARY. Let U be a non-void convex open set in B. Then for 
any aEs?g(U), n> 1, p~(1, co], with da=O, there is a jIsdz-‘(U) such 
that a=d/% 
Proof. Let us take ho E U n H and fix it. For each r E (0, l), let 
I/, = {z E U; r- ‘(z - h,) + ho E U}. Then it is easy to see that V, is convex 
and V,c I/,. if 0 < r<r’< 1. Let U,= V1-o,ZnI and C, be the closure of 
V,, n= 1,2, .. . . Also, let P,EB(H; H), n= 1, 2, . . . . be such that P,f Z, and 
let F,,: R x B x H be given by F,(t, z, h) = t . h, (t, z, h) E IF! x B x H, n 2 1. 
Then it is easy to see that these satisfy the assumption of Theorem (4.1). So 
we have our assertion. 
This completes the proof. 
We will give another application of Theorem (4.1) in the forthcoming 
paper. 
5. HYPOELLIPTICITY 
Let A,: H* 4 H be a bounde linear operator such that A,* =A, 
and ,(A&, k)Ha 2 llkll La for all k E H*. Let X be a set of elements 
K in D”,-(dR*(H*; H)) such that K(z)* = K(z) p-a.e. z and 
ess . supzEB IIK(z)((~~(~.;~) < co. Also, let ZZ’ be a set of maps 
A(.): B-+P?(H*;H) such that (A(z)k,k),,.g llkjl$., ZEB, and kEH*, 
and that there is a KEX such that A(z)=&+ K(z) p-a.e. z. 
For each AE&, let L,:D;,“+D,-,” by LAu=-D*(A(.)(Du)(.)). 
Then it is easy to see that LA In; is a self-adjoint operator in L*(B; dp) with 
the Markov property. Let (Ql”‘},,O be the Markov semigroup in 
L’(B; dp) whose generator is L,. Then (I- LA)-O, CJ > 0, is well-defined as
a bounded linear operator in Lp(B; dp), 1 <p < 00. 
Our main purpose is to prove the following. 
(5.1) THEOREM. 
Dr+20 
(I- LA)-” is a bounded linear operator from Di into 
for any 7~08, a>O, andp,qE(l, co) withp<q. 
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To prove this theorem, we make some preparations. 
For 1 E (0, l/2), let &A be a set of elements A E& such that (I- LA)-’ 
is a bounded linear operator from D;’ into Dj for any 
PE [( 1 -A)-‘, A-‘] and that (I- LA)-“ is a bounded linear operator from 
Df into D, r+20for any ZER, a>O, andp,qE(l,a) withpcq. 
Then we have the following. 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. Let A E J$“, zE R, u 2 0, undp, q E (1, co ) with p < q. 
Then there is a C< co such that 
IIQjA)ullD~+d C.tr” lIuIID~, P J t~(O,l] and UED,“-. 
Proof: Note that for any integer n, (I-L,)” can be regarded as a 
bounded linear operator from D; into Di-“, z E R, p, q E (1, cc ), p < q. Let 
us take an r E (p, q). Then for any non-negative integers n and k, we see 
that 
IIQ(AV t Df+Dr+2kG ll~~~~~~“~~ll~~~~~+~~Il~~~~~~~QI”’Il~~,~~ 
’ IItz- LA)-nilD;-rD;’ 
Here II TII B, .+ Bz denotes the operator norm of a linear operator T from the 
Banach space B, into the Banach space BZ. Since {Qi”‘}l,,, isan analytic 
semigroup on L’(B; dp) (see Stein [S]), we see that there is a constant 
C < co such that 
ll(~-L~)~Qj~‘ll~‘(~;~lr)~~~(~;~~)~Ct-~, t E (0, 11. 
So we have our assertion in the case when z and Q are even integers. The 
remainder cases follow from this and the interpolation theory and 
Lemma (2.13) in [6]. 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. LetAEsd’,KEDz-(9*(H*;H)),andletS:D~--+ 
DZ- begiuen by Su=D*(KDu). Then II[(l-LA)+, S]il~;+u;+zu-~-~< 00
for any p,qE(l, co), m>O, o~(0, l/2), and e>O wzth p<q. where 
[(I-LA)-O, s] = (I-LA)-“s-s(z-LA)--. 
ProoJ Take an r, r’ E (p, q) with r < r’. Then we have 
IIQ(A)Su - SQcA’I( f f Dpm_D~+20-l-S 
= 
l/i 
‘QJ~)(L,S-SL,)Qr~)~udp 
0 II D1+20--I--E Dp”-D, 
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So we see that there is a constant C such that 
(1 Q WU - SQ’-+1I f I nl+2a-l-~~cc t~-“+e12, q-q tE(0, 1-j. 
Since r(a).(Z-L,)-"=SA t”-le-‘.Ql”‘dt+QI~~(j;” t” ~*e-‘Qjf), dt)Q’,:i’, 
we have our assertion. 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. Lef A6.d2 and let 
Y(~~~)=ll~ll,~~,,~~~l(n.)~Il~*IlD~~,(H,~D~~,~Il(~-~A)-‘llDJ1,~D~~,. 
Zf KED~_(P’~(H*;H)) satisfies that ess. s~p,,~ /K(z)ll 9x,(N*, H < 
y(A; a)-‘, then 
(5.5) log(ll(~*(~.~))(~-L,)~‘II.~~_Dp~)<O 
for any p E [( 1 -A)-‘, A-‘], and 
for any s>O undp,qE((l-A)-‘,A-‘) withp<q. 
Proof. Inequality (5.5) is obvious. Concerning (5.6), by virtue of the 
interpolation theory, it is sufficient to prove (5.6) for the cases s = m/4, 
m=0,1,2 ,.... Let S=D*(KD) and T= (I- LA)- 1’2S(Z-LA)-1’2. Then, 
since A E &“, we see that it is sufficient to prove 
(5.7) El A log( II(Z- LA)m’4 
m/4 
ntm n -T”.V-L.4-- //L4(dp) -Lwp))<O 
for each m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . We will prove this by induction on m. Let us take 
r E (p, q). Then we have 
II T” II L’l(&) * WdP) 
= ll(z-L,)-“2llo;l-iDpo.(IID*(KD)(z-LA)~~l/gL_D;l)~~~’ r 
x IID*(KD)(z--L,)-“*((,~-D-i. r 
So by (5.5), we see that (5.7) is valid for m = 0. 
Now suppose that (5.7) is valid for m =j. Let p, r, r‘, q E (( 1 - A) ‘, i I) 
with p < r < r’ < q. Note that 
(I- LA) (,+1)14.T”.(I-LA)-(i+1)/4 
= (I- L,)jP 
i 
T”(Z-L,)1’4+ i Tk-‘[(I-LJi4, T1T”-k--’ 
k=l 
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=(Z-L,)j’4T”(I-LA)-j/4- i (zz-L,)j/4Tk-l(I_LA)-jr4 
k=l 
. (I- LA)i/4 (I- La)-l14 [(I- LA)-14, S](Z- LA)-‘/2 (I- LA)-i/4 
.(J-L,)i/4T”-k-1(1_~~)-(i+1)/4. 
By Proposition (5.3), we see that ll(Z- LA)-l14[(I- LA)-‘i4, S] 
(I-L,)-“4)Ig:!2,~/2< co. Therefore we have 
j((I-LA)(I’+‘)‘4. T”.(Z- LA)-(i+1y4jjD;-tD~ 
P 
d [/(I- L.JJ4T”(I- LA)-~‘41j,,+,; 
+C. i ~~(I-L,)1/4Tk-1(I-LA)--j/4)~D~+D; 
k=l 
x ~~(I-L,)‘/4T”-li--(I-LR)-j’41&,+,;,. 
Thus we see that (5.7) is valid for m =j+ 1. 
This completes the proof. 
(5.8) LEMMA. Let {Q,},,, be a symmetric Markov semigroup in 
L*(B; dp), and L be its infinitesimal generator. Suppose that there are 
po,pl~(l, 00) such that po<pl and II(I-L)“ll,;,,,~<co for any 
prz(po,plJ, mEN). Then for any a>0 and p,p’~(l,c~) with p<p’, 
IIu-L)-“IlL$4D~< aJ. 
Proof This follows from the interpolation theory. Since our situation is 
rather complicated, we give details of the argument. Let us take arbitrary 
p2e(po,p1] and P~E(~,cQ). Let qie(l,m), i=O,...,3, be such that 
pi’ +qzrl = 1, i=O, . . . . 3. Note that we can define a bounded linear 
operator (I- 9)“‘P,(I- L)-,’ in L*(B; dp) for any rnE N, T >O, and 
ZE@ with Rez>O. Here {P,}r,O is a usual Ornstein-Uhlenbech semi- 
group in L*(B; dp) and Y is its infinitesimal generator. Also we see that 
(u, (I- .Y)““P,(I- L)-mrv)L2 is holomorphic in z, Re z>O, for each 
m E N, z > 0, and u, v E L*(B; dp). 
Let us take arbitrary E > 0 and bounded measurable functions f, g on B 
with llfll Lz< 1 and IJgllL2 < 1and fix them for a while. Let F: @ + L2(B; dp) 
and G: @ + L*(B; dp) be given by 
F(z) =f ~exp(t~log(e + VI’). ((1 -z)(2/q3 - 1) +z(2/q,- 1))) 
and 
G(z)=g-wWo&+ lgl’)41-~)(2/~~- ~)+WP,- 1))). 
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Then it is easy to see that q(z) = (F(z), (I- 9)mzZ’r(Z-L))mZG(z))L~ is 
holomorphic in z, 0 < Re z < 1, and continuous in z, 0 d Re z < 1. Also we 
have 
Note that 
IIF(it)jlLu3 q3 =j (IfI . (E+ lfJ2)“~3p1’2)q3 dp< 1 +E. 
B 
Similarly we have IlG(it)(l$, < 1 + E, llF( 1 + it)llS 6 1 + E, and 
IIG( 1+ it)11 g2< 1 + E. Also, by tha assumption and the result by Stein [S], 
there are constants Co and y > 0 such that 
ll(~-~~imtllLP3~LP~~ll(Z-L)~-im’llLpl~L~,~CO~eYi’~, tER, 
and 
IIF ~YmtLPD+LPO ~lI~J-~ip)2m~~-~~-2mllLP2~LPI~II~~-~~-imflILP2-rL~2 
6 Co . eylf’, tER. 
Note that Co and y are independent from r, E >O, and measurable 
functions f, g. Therefore we see that if llfll Lo< 1 and (I gll L2 < 1, then for 
any E>O and z>O 
Ifp( < CO(l + .s)‘eylf’, tER, 
and 
Itp( 1 + it)1 6 C,( 1 + s)*eYlri, tER. 
Let q(z) =exp(z’) . q(z), 0 < Re z < 1. Then I$ is continuous and q(z), 
0 < Re z < 1, is holomorphic. Also we have 
I$(it)l < C,(l + E)*, fE(W, 
and 
I+(1 +it)l <Cr(l +s)*, fE[W, 
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where C, = Co. sup{exp( - t* + 1 + y 1 tl); tE Iw}. Therefore by the maximal 
principle we have 
l@(z)l < Cl(l + 4z, ZEC, OdRez<l. 
In particular, we have 
I(f(&+ (f)*)(“rs--‘2), (I- .Y)““P,(z-L)-““(g~ (&+ Igl*)(1’p”-“*)))L2( 
< C,( 1 + E)* exp(s*) 
for any SE (0, l), r >O, E >O, and bounded functions f, g on B with 
llfllLz<l and ))g(J.zQl. Here r;l=(l-s)q;l+s~q;l and p;‘= 
(1 -s)p;‘+s.p;‘. Let pi= (1 -s)p;‘+s.p;‘. Then by letting ~10 and 
rl0, we see that 
II(z-~)Sm(z-L)-Smll~r~~S<CO, SE(O,l). 
Since ~~(1, co), p2 E (p,,,pi], and m > 0 are arbitrary, we have our 
assertion. 
This completes the proof. 
(5.9) COROLLARY. Let AESS$ and let y(A; 2) be as in Proposition (5.4). 
Zf KEX satisfies that ess. SUP,,~ (IK(z)~J~~(~*;~) < y(A; A)-’ and 
AA(z)+G)h h),*a llhll$*. h E H*, for p-a.e. z, then A + K E &‘,, . 
Proof: Let S=a(KD), and let R be given by R= (I- L,)-’ 
C,“co {S(Z- L,)-‘1”. Th en by Proposition (5.4), R is well-defined as a 
bounded linear operator from D;’ into D$ PE [(l -A)-‘, A-‘]. It is 
obvious that (I- L, + K )R=Z in D;‘, PE [(1-2))‘,i-‘]. So R= 
(Z-L A +K)-l in L*(B; dp). Also, we have 
&(I-LA)-‘/*. ((I- L,)-‘/2S(z- L,)-‘)‘) (Z-L,)-“? 
Thus we see from Proposition (5.4) that \/(I- L, +K)-lJID;+,,G+z < 00 for 
any DE Iw and p, qE ((1 --A)-‘, A-‘) with p<q. Therefore we see that 
IIU-L,+&“ll o;,,,~<co for any rneN andp,qE((1-1)-‘,A-‘) with 
p < q. Therefore by Lemma (5.8), we see that II(Z- L,, K)-“JID;_Dr < co 
for any c > 0 and p, q E (1, co) with p < q. Since (I- L, + K)m is a bounded 
linear operator from D; into D;-2m for any m E N, z E [w, and p, q E (1, co) 
with p < q, we see that (I- L, +K)- Q is a bounded linear operator from D3 
into DJ,+*” for any o>O, zcR, p,qe(l, co) with pcq. Thus we see that 
A+KE&~. 
This completes the proof. 
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(5.10) PROPOSITION. Zf AE a!‘, then there is a 1~ (0, l/2) such that 
A E d;, .
ProoJ: From the assumption, there is a KE X’ such that A(z) = 
A0 + K(z). By Meyer’s result we see that AOc ~2~ for all A E (0, l/2). Note 
that A0 + tKf d, t E [0, 13, and that for any A’ E d 
because (u, =Yu)~z<(u, LA,~)L2, ugD:. 
Let N be an integer such that ess. sup,,* \lK(z)(l,,G N/3. Let Ak(z)= 
A0 + (k/N)K(z), k = 0, 1, . . . . N. Then we see that A, = Ak- 1 + (l/N)K, 
k = 1, . . . . N. Since A0 E GI~,~, by the interpolation theory and (5.11), there is 
a pot (2,4) such that 
IPII D~~“D~o(W”)‘l~~*llD~~~~,-D,I.1i(z-L,,)-1(1D~~-D1m~2’ 
Then by Corollary (5.9), we have A, F dA,, where A, =p; ‘, By the same 
argument, inductively we can find pk E (2, pk- I)r k = t,2, . . . . N, such that 
and Ak+l~d’k+,, where &+,=P;‘. Therefore AE&“,~ 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem (5.1) is a consequence of Proposition (5.10). So we have proved 
Theorem (5.1). 
Now let E be a separable Hilbert space and A Ed. Then L, is 
considered an operator from D;,“(E) into D r,“(E). Let B, E 
Dz-(A!*(H*@E;E)), B,EDE_(Y~(E;H@E)), and C~D~-(JZ’~~(E;E)). 
Then L = L,4 + BOD + D*B1 + C is a linear operator from D;,“(E) into 
D;,“(E). 
Then we have the following. 
(5.12) LEMMA, Let eieDz_, i=l,2,3, such that $,(~)a0 p-a.e. F, 
i= 1,2, 3. Suppose that ~!I~+,(.z)= 1 $fi(z)>O, i= 1, 2. Suppose moreouer 
that SER, p~(l, co), UED;“(E), and $z.L(tj,u)~Di(E). Then 
*I, ueD;+‘(E) for any qe (1, p). 
Proox Let g,E f?(R), nE: N, be such that g,(t) = 0, t < 4-“, and 
;(t;;l, _t >2.4-“. Al;c,e let ~,,(z)($~(z)), nE N. Then we see that 
m 
n” 
nEN. . $; -~P,ED~-, we have (P,,L(~(/~u)E 
,,(r,~~d;(E). Itis easy to see that ~,,L(1-(~~+~)=0 and (P~+~J/~= 
580’103!2-4 
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cp ,,+,. So we see that f,=rpL(~“+,u)~n,~~,,,,D~(E), n=l,2 ,.... Note 
that 
So we have 
(~-L,)(cp,u)=f,+~,(cp,+,u), n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Here S, is an operator in D,-,“(E) such that 
S,,v=cp,v+cp,B,Dv+rp,D*(B,v)+cp,Cv 
for v E D;“--(E). Since u E D; m, there is an m E N such that UE D;“(E). 
Then (P,UE f7qe(l,p) D;“(E), n E N. Also, because qnu= (I- LA)-‘f, + 
(I- LA)-’ &(cp,+,u), n E V and U - LA)-’ &(fL(l,q) W(E)) = 
&,,D:“(E), TER, we see inductively that (P~uED~-*)“(~+~)(E), 
n = 1, 2, . ..) for any k E hJ and r E (1, q). This implies that qp,u E 
D”,+‘(E), n = 1, 2, . . . . 
~~2fi,,(,,,) Dx+2(E). 
Note that $1 .~IP;‘ED~-. Thus we have 
This complete: the proof. 
As a corollary to Lemma (5.12), we have the following. 
(5.13) THEOREM. Let $i~DE-, i=l, 2, 3, such that r/Ii(z)>0 u-a.e. z, 
i = 1,2,3. Suppose that tii+ 1(z) = 1 if tii(z) > 0, i = 1,2. Suppose moreover 
that p~(1, co), UED;~(E), and $2~L(#,u)~D,“(E). Then t+bI.u~ 
Dp”- (E). 
Also, we have the following. 
(5.14) LEMMA. Let tiieDE-, i=l,2, 3, such that ~/~(z)aO ,u-a.e. z, 
i = 1,2, 3. Suppose that $i, ,(z) = 1 if I/~(Z) > 0, i = 1,2. Suppose moreover 
that n>l, SER, p~(1, co), ueD;“(E), and I,~~.L”(I+G,u)ED~(E). Then 
t,bl .uED;+2n(E)fir any qe(l, p). 
Prooj Let g, E P(R), rnE IV, be such that g,,,(t) =O, t < 4-“, and 
g(t)= 1, t >2.4-“. Also, let cp,(z)=g,($,(z)), me N. Then we see that 
qrn E Dz-, m E N, and (P,,,+ (z) = 1 if q,(z) > 0. It is easy to see that 
(Pm . Lk(cp m+kU)=(PmL((Pm+I(Lk-'((P,kU))), k,mEfV. 
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Note that q,,,.L”(q,,,+.~)=q,,,. L”(+,u) E D;(E). So inductively we see 
that ‘p,Lnek(cp m+n-kU)Enq~(l,p)Dg s+2k(E), k=O, l,..., n. Since $,u= 
II/ i(cp,u), we have our assertion. 
This completes the proof. 
As a corollary to Lemma (2.14), we have the following. 
(5.15) THEOREM. Let Icli~Dz-, i= 1, 2, 3, such that $,(~)a0 p-a.e. z, 
i= 1, 2, 3. Suppose that tii+ 1(z) = 1 if iji(z) > 0, i = 1, 2. Suppose moreover 
that p~(1, cc), ~ED;~(E), and $2.Ln($3~)~Di(E)for any n>,l. Then 
lcl, .uG:D,“_(E). 
6. A THEOREM OF POINCARB INEQUALITY TYPE 
In this section, we will prove the following. 
(6.1) THEOREM. Let UE Q”,(H). Assume that (U-z) n H is a connected 
set in Hfor any z E B. Zf {f,},“= IE L2( U; dp) n I+“( U; R) satisfies that 
and 
l II~fn(z)II i,- Adz)< 00, n = 1) 2, . ..) u 
5 II WXz) - ~fm(z)ll’,* I.L(dz) -+0, n,m+ca, I/ 
then f, - y ,, (f,) + 0 on U in probability. Here y z/ (f) is the central value of 
f on U, i.e., y,(f) is a constant satisfying lUarctan(f(z)-y,(f))p(dz)=O. 
To prove this theorem, we need some preparations. Let {P,; z E: B) be 
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on B, i.e., {P,; z E B} is a diffusion 
process on B such that 
EPzCf (w(t))]= P,f(z)> z E B, 
for any bounded measurable function f on B. Here {P, ; t E [0, co )} is an 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup defined in [6]. 
For any measurable set A in B, we denote dA(w) as the exit time from 
A, i.e., cd(w) = inf{ t> 0; w(t) E B\A). 
Also, for any measurable set A in B, we denote by pl(x, .), x E B, a 
probability measure in B given by 
P,“(X, Cl = P,Cw(t) E c, au(w) > tl 
for any measurable set C in B. 
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Now for any U E O”,(H), let (&,, Dom(&)) be a symmetric bilinear form 
given by 
Dom(&)= UE W’(U;dp);J 
i 
((~~~+~JDuJI&)dp<co , 
u 
and 
&Au, u) = J: W(z), Wz))w 4, u, v E Dom(&,). 
Then by Theorem (3.9) in [S] we see that (c&,, Dom(&,)) is a Dirichlet 
form in L2( U, d,u). Thus by Beuring and Deny’s theorem (cf. Fukushima 
[3]), we see that the associated semigroup (PjU’},,, of symmetic contrac- 
tion operators in L2( U, dp) is Markov, i.e., PjUy(z) 2 0 p-a.e. z E U if 
f(z) 2 0 p-a.e. z E U. 
Then we have the following. 
(6.2) LEMMA. Let UECO;. Then we have Pj”lf(x)>J,f(y)Py(x, dy) 
,u-a.e. x E U for any f E L’(U, dp) with f(z) 2 0 ,u-a.e. z E U. 
Although this lemma looks obvious, we give a complete proof. First we 
prove the following. 
(6.3) PROPOSITION. Let U E Co:(H) and K be a compact set such that 
there is a 6>0 such that K+ {hEH; l(h(1,<6} c U. Then 
?f(4~~uf(y)~;K(X, dy) ,u-a.e. xE U 
for any f E L2( U, dp) with f(z) 2 0 pa.e. z E U. 
ProoJ: Since (Pj”)} is a Markov semigroup satisfying PiU’l = 1, there 
is a stationary Markov process (X,; t > 0} on U in Doob’s sense such that 
~Cfi(Jwm,) *-“fJ~t,)1 
for any na 1, f,, . . . . f,,E L”( U; dp), and t, < t2 < ... <t,. Note that 
(f( Y,); t > 0) is an L2-continuous process for each f E L’( U; dp). 
Let U,, = {p(z, K) < d/2). Here p is a function given in Definition (1.8) in 
[S]. Let V: U -+ R be given by V(z) = 1, z E U\ U,,, and V(z) = 0, ZE U,. 
Also, let (Pj”)},,,, n > 0, be a semigroup of operators given by 
(6.4) Py)f(x)=E -no/i V(X,)ds) f(Xt)lXo=x], feL2(U;dp). 
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Then by Trotter’s theorem, it is easy to see that this semigroup is 
associated with the Dirichlet form 8”‘) given by 
Dom( 8@)) = Dom( &‘U), 
and 
cP)(u, u) = k&(u, u) + n . lu v(x)u(x)u(x)/L(dx), u, u E Dom(b’“‘). 
Let L’U’ and I,‘“‘, n > 0, be the infinitesimal generator associated with 
{P’,“‘Ll and {Pl”)),,o, respectively. And let Gp’ = j; e -2rPy) dt = 
(IJ - L’“)) -I, I > 0. Then Kato’s theorem for nonincreasing sequences of 
symmetric forms (Theorem 3.11 and its proof in [4] ) imply that there is a 
bounded symmetric operator Gi, in L2( U; dp) for each I> 0 such that 
(6.5) 
and 
G$” -+ GA strongly as n + co, 
(6.6) (G;.“‘)“’ + G;,” strongly as n + cc. 
Let us denote c$“~)( .,*) + A( ., *)L2(u;dpj by a?‘( ., *). For n am, we have 
c@“((G$~‘)“~u, (G:“‘)“*u)~b~‘((G~‘)“*u, (Gy’)“*u) 
= lb4 tqu; d#) 
for any UEL*( U; dp). Therefore for each UE L*(U; dp), there is a sub- 
sequence (Q}?= 1 and o E Dom(b’“)) such that bj;“‘(u, u) 6 I/u/J L~‘U; dPj and 
(G:“‘)“*u + u weakly in Dom(b’“)) with respect to aim). However, for any 
g E Dom( (U - Lcm))) c Dom(E’“)) we have 
((II-L’“‘)g, G:‘*u)~z’~;+)= lim ((II-L’“‘)g, (G~))“*u)~z’~;~~) 
n--too 
= lim &:“‘(g, (G’n))1i2~) /. n+m 
= syy g, u) 
= ((AZ- L’“‘) g, u). 
Thus u = G:‘*u. So we see that G:‘*u E Dom(8’“‘) and 
(6.7) bj;“‘(G:‘*u, G:‘*u) < Ilull &,; c, 
for any u E L*( U, dp) and m > 0. Letting m -+ co, we see that Gf’*~(x) = 0 
p-a.e. XE U\ U. for any UE L*( U, dp). Similarly we see that Gj;)u -+ G,u 
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weakly in Dom(l(‘)) for any u E L*( U; &). So if g E Dom(&) and g(x) = 0 
p-a.e. z E U\ U,, then we have for any u E L*( U; dp) 
(6.8) Bi”(g, G,u) = Jima a:“‘( g, Gy’u) = lim Sl;)( g, G$“)u) n-m 
= (85 u). 
Now let 9 = {g E Dam(b); g(x) = 0 p-a.e. x E U\ Uo}. Then we see that 
9 is a closed linear space in Dom(&“,) with respect to bjp)-norm and 
Image(G,) c 9. If g E 9 n (Image GJI in Dom(&&), then (6.8) implies that 
g = 0. Therefore Image(G,) is dense in 9 with respect to 6?‘-norm. 
Now let us identify L*( U,; dp) with a closed linear subspace 
{UE L2( U; d,u); u(z) =0 p-a.e. ZE U\ U,) of L*(U; dp) and let Q be the 
orthogonal projection from L*( U; dp) onto L*(U,; dp). Then we have 
QG:” = G:/*. Since GA is symmetric we have 
Q@” = G;l”Q = Gil”. 
Since ((a-~(*, K)) v 0)-f(*) ~9 for any a~ (0,6/2) andfED+(B; R), we 
see that 9 is dense in L2( U,; dp). So Image(Gi’*) is dense in L2( U,; dp). 
Letting g = Gnu in (6.8), we have 
So by (6.7) we have 
(6.10) 
for any v E L*( U,; dp). This and the fact that Image(G:‘*) is dense in $3 
with in 93 with respect to 6’$‘)-norm imply that Image(G:/*) = $3. 
Since (49” (9, 9) is a Dirichlet form in L*( U,; dp), there is a unique 
bounded symmetric Markov operator RA in L*( Uo; dp) such that 
Image( R:‘“) = 9 and &“‘(R:‘2v, R:‘*v) = ll~ll&,,;~~~, 
v E L*( Uo, dp). 
We see that GA = R,Q. So we have from (6.4) and (6.5) 
(~3 Riv)~w~o; c,,,) = jome-“‘E[u(Xo)v(X,), j; V(X,)ds=O]dt 
for any A > 0 and u, v E L*( U,; dp). 
Note that for any u E 9, if we let ii: B + Iw be given by ii(z) = u(z), z E U, 
and ii(z) = 0, z E B\ U, we have ii E D:(B; R). So if we take the same proce- 
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dure starting from U= B, we reach the same operator RA in t*( U,; dp). 
This implies that 
u(w(O))u(w(t)), j’ I’(w(0)) ds =0 o J dt 
for any I > 0 and u, v E L2( U,; &). 
Therefore we have 
(6.11) 
E u(X,)v(X,), 1’ V(X,) ds = 0 0 1 
= EPp u(w(O)v(w(t)), 1’ V(w(s)) ds = 0 , 
0 1 
a.e. t for any u, v E L2( U,; dp). Since both sides of (6.11) are left-continuous 
in t for U, v eLm(UO; dp), we see that (6.11) is true for all t > 0, 
U, v E L2( U,; +). Thus we see that for any non-negative measurable 
function f: U, x U,, + R 
E 
[ 
.0X,, X,), i’ J’tX,) ds = 0 
0 1 
= EPv 
[ 
f(w(O), w(t)), s,’ V(w(s)) ds = 0 1 . 
So in particular, we have 
W-(X,, X,)1 2 E”CfbW, w(t)), OK(W) < tl 
for any non-negative measurable function f: U x U + [0, ~13 ) and t > 0. 
This proves our assertion. 
Proof of Lemma (6.2). Note that there is a strong C, - Co function 
cp: B -+ R such that U= { cp > O}. So for any n 2 1, there is a compact set K 
such that cp jK is continuous, C,(B\K) < l/n, and sup{ Jcp(z + h) - q(z)\; 
ZE K, ~EH, lJhjl,<6} -+O, as 6+0. Since C,,,dC,, we see that q$w(t)) 
is continuous in t for P,-a.e. w. Let K, = Kn (cp 2 l/n 1. It is obvious that 
there is a 6 > 0 such that q(z + h) > 1/(2n) if z E K,,, h E H, and jlhlj,, f 6. So 
by Propostion (6.3), we see that 
,u-a.e. x E U 
for any positive measurable function f: U + [w and t > 0. 
Note that for any E > 0, C,,,( { cp > F} \K,) -+ 0 as n + co. So we see that 
p,cdwtoK”N 2 El -P 0 as n-cc for any E > 0. 
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This implies that P,[o, > t, t 3 oK,] + 0, n + cc, for any t > 0. Therefore 
we see that lLI IjUf(v)(pU(x, &) -pKn(x, @))I I + 0 as n + cc for any 
bounded positive measurable function f: U + R. Thus we have our 
assertion. 
This completes the proof. 
(6.12) LEMMA. For any E > 0 and t > 0, 
inf ,Wx)p:(x, 4); ,4-W > E, CL(F) > E > 0. 
Proof: Let E and F be o-compact sets in B with p(E) > 0 and ,u(F) > 0. 
For any bounded measurable function f: B --t R, we have 
IPtf(z)l GJ‘, IA- “*z+ (1 -eP’)“*W)I p(dw) 
= I (f(e-“‘(z f h) + (1 - e-‘)‘I* (W - Ih))( ,u(dw) B 
= 
s 
lf(eC”*(z + h) + (1 - e-r)1’2w)( B 
w d If(e-“‘(2 + h) + (1 - e-‘)“*W)J’ p(dw) 
w 
= (P,( IfI *)(z + h))“’ . exp 
for any z E B and h E H. Here A= e -!“( 1 - e -‘) - ‘j2. Therefore we have 
Since sB P,xF(z)p(dz) = p(F) > E, we see that 
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Let us take a compact set K such that p(K) 3 s/3 and KC (z E B; 
PrxF(z) 3 s/2}, and let g(z) = p(z; K), z E B. Then by Theorem (4.9) in [IS], 
we have 
l>t)<(J1’2j,mexp(-~)di, t>O. 
Since p(g(z) =O)=p(K)>&/3, we see that Se g dp<G-‘(E/3), where G-’ 
is the inverse function of G(t) = (2/n)‘j2 Jy exp( -r2/2) dz. Now let 
r=2G-‘(&/3)/~. Then we have 
Thus we see that p (zEE; g(z)<r)B&/3. Note that if g(z)< r, then 
P1xF(z) > (~/2)~ exp( - (I.*/2)r*). Therefore we have 
Since the right-hand side depends only on E and t, we have our assertion. 
This completes the proof. 
For any measurable set A in B, it is obvious that pf(x, dy) <pf(x, dy), 
t>O,xEB.Soletp,U:UxU~[Wbegivenbyp~(x,y)=p~(x,dy)/p~(x,dy). 
(6.13) LEMMA. Let UE I”“, and A be a measurable subset of U. Assume 
that there is a T>O such that py(x,y)>O p(dx)py(x,dy)-a.e. 
(x, ~)EAxA. rf{f,],“=,cL*(U;dp)n W’(U;R) satisfies that 
I IIWWZ,~ AdzI < 00, n = 1, 2, . ..) u 
and 
then f, - yA(fn) + 0 on A in probability as n -+ co. 
ProojY Let v,,, = arctan((f, -f,,,) - yA(f’ -f,)), n, m >/ 1. Then we see 
that Ju,,,~ < 2 and IA u,,, dp = 0. Also we have Du,,, = (1 + I(f, -f,) - 
yA(fn -f,)l’)-’ . (W, - W,), n, m 2 1, and so 
s Il~~,,,Il t,.dp -, 0 as n,m-,c0. u 
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Therefore D ,,,,,, E Dom(&), n, m > 1, and 
OG (%m u,,,--p(Tu)u,,,)L2(u;d~)~ T~~(u,,,,,,u,,,)-+~ as n,m+co. 
Let u& = u”,~ v 0 and u;~,,, = (-u,,,) v 0. Then we have 
(%,rn, u,,m - P(rU)Un.m)L2((l:dp) 
Thus we have (u&,, P$?J~;~)~z~~ +) --f 0, n, m --f co. So by the lemma, we 
have 
J ~m~,(Y)PY(x~ Yhw)P~(X, dY) 4% 
n-+co. 
Since P :(x9 Y) > 0 ~(dx)PAx, dy)-a.e. (x, y) E A x A and u,t,,, unym G 2, we 
have 
J n,m-+a AxA 
Let E,,,(e) = {XE U; u&,,(x) > a) and F,J.s) = (x E U, u&,(x) > E}, n >, 1, 
E > 0. Then we have 
Let a,,,(s) = ~(E,,,(E)) A ~(F,,,,(E)), n  m 3 1, E > 0. Then by Lemma 
(6.12) and (6.14), we see that U,,,(E) -+ 0, n, m + co, for any E ~0. This 
implies that 
(J ~&MPW AA 1 (J ~~~,,ww) A ) 3 0, n,m-r co. 
However, JA u&,,(x)~(dx) = jA u,,(x)~(dx), n, m >, 1. Therefore we obtain 
and this implies that (f, -f,,,) - yA(fn -f,,,) -+O on A in probability as 
n, m -+ co. So there is an increasing sequence (nk}pB, of naturals such that 
n>nk. 
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Let n,=O andf,=O. Also let K(n)=max{k>,O; n,<n}, nB1. Then we 
see that fn - Y .dfn -f&J - Ci% Y ,dfnk -f,, -, 1 converges on A in 
probability as n -+ co. So we see that YANG) -~,df~-f&J- 
CfE\ yA(fnk -f&) converges as n -+ 00. Therefore f, - yA(fn) converges 
on A in probability as rz + co. 
This completes the proof. 
(6.15) LEMMA. Let U E 0; and A be a measurable subset of U. Suppose 
that (A - z) n H is contained in a connected component of (U - z) n H in H 
for any ZE B, and that s A x A p( dx) p y(x, dy ) > 0 for some T > 0. Then 
p$(x, y) > 0 p(dx)pB,(x, dy)-a.e. (x, y) E A x A. 
Proof. For simplicity of notation, we prove the case for T= 1. Let P,, v, 
x, y E B, denote the Gaussian probability measure C( [0, 11; B) such that 
P,,,[C]=P,[{w(t);t~[0,1]}~CJw(l)=y] foranymeasurableset Cin 
C( [0, 11; B). Such a probability measure P,,,. is well-defined for each 
(x, y) E B x B. Moreover, we see that if k( .) : [0, l] * H is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous, then the probability measure P.X+kCOj,Y+ k(,j and the probability 
law of w(.) + k( .) under P,,, are mutualy absolutely continuous for all 
x, y E B. Also, note that v(dx@dy) = p(dx)pB(x, dy) is a mean zero 
Gaussian measure on B@ B and its Cameron-Martin space is H $ H as a 
set. 
Let P,E g(B*; H), n 2 1, such that P, t I,, n -+ 00, and let 
E, = Image P,, n 3 1. Since UE O”,(H), there is a strong C, - Co con- 
tinuous function cp: B -+ R such that U{ cp > O}. So there is an increasing 
sequence {K,}z= i of compact sets such that C,(B\K,,) + 0 and cp 1 K, is 
continuous. By Proposition (5.3) in [6], we see that C,(( B\K,) + 
(GEE,; llWIHdm)) -+ 0 as n --) 00 for any m 2 1. Since C,,, < C,, we see 
that 
P,[q$w(.)+*): [O,co)xE,-+Riscontinuousforallm>,l]=l. 
Let 52,= {(x, Y)EBOB; P,,Y[q(w(.)+*): [0, 11 x E, is continuous for 
all m > l] = 1). Then we see that v(Q,) = 1. 
Now let V be a Q-vector subspace of H such that Vc lJ,“= ,E, and I/ 
is a countable dense subset in H. Let Sz = n,,,, V (Q, + (u, u)). Then we see 
that v(Q)= 1. Let C=Qn ((x, y)~Ax A; P,,,[q(w(t))>O for all 
t E [O, l]] > O}. 
Then we hve the following proposition. 
(6.16) PROPOSITION. If (x0, X~)E C, (II,, U,)E Vx V, and (x,+u,, 
x,+u,)~AxA, then (~~+o,,x,+u,)~C. 
Proof of Proposition (6.16). By the assumption there are Cl-functions 
gi: [O, l] -+ H, i= 1, 2, such that g,(O)=O, gi(l)=ui, and q(xi+gi(t))>O, 
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t E [0, 11. Because cp is an H- Co function, we have min{cp(x, + P, g,(t)); 
tE [0, l]} +min(rp(x,+g,(t)); tE [0, l]}, n + co, and so we may assume 
that gi(t)EEm, tc [0, 11, i= 1,2, for some ma 1. For each EE(O, l/2), let 
k,: [O, l] +E, be given by k,(t)=g,(l -c-It), tE [0, E], k,(t)=O, 
te [a, 1 --a], and k,(t)=gl(c-‘(t-(1 --E))), te [l -E, 11. Then we see 
that if WE C([O, 11; B) and 4p(w( .) + *): [O, 1 ] x E,,, -+ R is continuous, 
then min{cp(w(t)+k,(t)); tc [O, l]} -+minbWcpMO) +goW), dw(t)), 
cp(w(1) + gl(t))); t E [O,l]) as E 1 0. Therefore we see that 
P,,,X,[min{cp(w(t) + k,(t)); t E [0, 1] > > 0] for sufficiently small E > 0. 
Since the probability law of w( .) + k,( .) under P,,,,,[dw] is equivalent to 
P xo + “,,, x + “, we see that (x0 + uo, x1 + u1 1 E C. 
This completes the proof of Proposition (6.16). 
From the assumption, we see that v(C) > 0. So by the ergodicity of 
Gaussian measure, we have v( u,,,, V (C + (u, 0))) = 1. This and Proposi- 
tion (6.16) imply that v((A xA)\C) =O. So we have 
P&w(t) E U for all t E [0, l]] = 1 
This proves Lemma (6.15). 
v-a.e. (x, y) E A x A. 
Now Theorem (6.1) is an easy consequence of Lemmas (6.13) and (6.15), 
since jU x U fl(dx) p y(x, uj~) > 0 for sufficiently small t > 0. 
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